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Abstract. Magnetic reconnection is the crucial process in
the release of magnetic energy associated with magneto-
spheric substorms and with solar flares. On the basis of three-
dimensional resistive MHD simulations we investigate sim-
ilarities and differences between the two scenarios. We ad-
dress in particular mechanisms that lead to the onset of recon-
nection and energy release, transport, and conversion mech-
anisms. Analogous processes might exist in the motion of
field line footpoints on the sun and in magnetic flux addition
to the magnetotail. In both cases such processes might lead
to a loss of neighboring equilibrium, characterized by the for-
mation of a very thin embedded current sheet, which acts as
trigger for reconnection. We find that Joule (or ohmic) dis-
sipation plays only a minor role in the overall energy trans-
fer associated with reconnection. The dominant transfer of
released magnetic energy occurs to electromagnetic energy
(Poynting) flux and to thermal energy transport as enthalpy
flux. The former dominates in low-beta, specifically initially
force-free current sheets expected for the solar corona, while
the latter dominates in high-beta current sheets, such as the
magnetotail. In both cases the outflow from the reconnection
site becomes bursty, i.e. spatially and temporally localized,
yet carrying most of the outflow energy. Hence an analogy
might exist between bursty bulk flows (BBFs) in the magne-
totail and pulses of Poynting flux in solar flares. Further sim-
ilarities might exist in the role of collapsing magnetic flux
tubes, as a consequence of reconnection, in the heating and
acceleration of charged particles.
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1 Introduction

Analogies between magnetospheric substorms and solar
eruptions, specifically coronal mass ejections (CMEs) and
solar flares, have been invoked for a long time (e.g.,Kupe-
rus, 1976). A central process in either case is the release
of previously stored magnetic energy and its conversion into
particle energy in the form of heating, bulk plasma kinetic
energy, and accelerated particles with suprathermal energies.
Also the ejection of a plasmoid or flux rope is a central part
of substorms as well as CMEs. In this paper we focus on
additional similarities that may exist in the mechanisms for
initiating reconnection and the details of the energy release
and conversion processes.

We start out in Sect.2 with a brief description of the basic
approach and the numerical procedure, followed by simula-
tion results on the early phase preceding the onset of recon-
nection (Sect.3), and an overview of the subsequent dynamic
evolution, initiated by finite resistivity (Sect.4). We then
investigate the energy transfer after the onset of reconnec-
tion, based on three-dimensional MHD simulations (Sect.5),
complemented by more localized, two-dimensional particle-
in-cell simulations of reconnection (Sect.6). The mecha-
nisms that govern dissipation and transfer are addressed in
more detail in Sect.7.

2 Initial states and numerical procedure

Our initial states are derived from the explicit three-
dimensional equilibrium models given byBirn et al.(2003).
These models are valid for configurations that vary most
rapidly in one spatial direction (here,x, corresponding to
the magnetosphericz coordinate). This is a reasonable ap-
proximation for the magnetotail and, presumably, also for the
stretched field configuration below a departing CME. How-
ever, the field closer to Earth and to the solar surface can
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Fig. 1. (a) Initial magnetic field in the x, z plane and (b) the color-coded magnitude of the normal

magnetic field Bz at the bottom boundary z = 0 for a force-free initial state after relaxation. The

dotted line indicates Bz = 0. The dashed and solid lines show the boundaries of field lines that close

within the box before and after the foot point motion, respectively. Note that the full integration box

size is given by |x| ≤ 10, |y| ≤ 40, and 0 ≤ z ≤ 60.
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Fig. 1. (a) Initial magnetic field in thex, z plane and(b) the color-
coded magnitude of the normal magnetic fieldBz at the bottom
boundaryz=0 for a force-free initial state after relaxation. The
dotted line indicatesBz=0. The dashed and solid lines show the
boundaries of field lines that close within the box before and after
the foot point motion, respectively. Note that the full integration
box size is given by|x|≤10, |y|≤40, and 0≤z≤60.

be expected to be less stretched. Therefore we added a 3-D
dipole magnetic field with a location of the dipole below the
lower boundary of the simulation box. Since this superposi-
tion leads to fields that are no longer in exact force balance,
we used a relaxation method (Hesse and Birn, 1993) to ob-
tain force balanced equilibria before starting the simulation
of the temporal evolution.

The stretched field configurations contain a current sheet
separating magnetic fields of roughly opposite directions.
Two types of current sheet configurations are considered.
One is initially force-free, that is, the current density vector
is aligned with the magnetic field. In this type of configura-
tion, the pressure of the magnetic field that reverses across
the current sheet,Bz, is balanced by the magnetic pressure of
the component in the perpendicular direction,By , in the di-

rection of the peak current in the center of the sheet, such that
the magnitude ofBy in the center equals the magnitude of
the reconnecting field component outside the current sheet.
This field is commonly denoted the “guide field”. Note, that
the magnitude of the guide field decreases away from the
center in force-free configurations, approaching zero in our
chosen configurations. Strictly force-free fields require uni-
form pressure, such that the pressure gradients vanish. In
the other case, the guide field is assumed to be small or zero
and the outside magnetic pressure is balanced by the plasma
pressure inside the current sheet. This configuration is typ-
ical for the Earth’s magnetic tail. A small uniform back-
ground plasma pressure of 1% of the magnetic pressure is
added in all cases. The force-free and the non-force-free ini-
tial states are therefore also distinguished by low and high
plasmaβ in the current sheet (β=ratio of plasma over mag-
netic pressure), whereas the background has always small
β=0.01. This value appears reasonable above solar active re-
gions (e.g.,Gary, 2001) as well as for the magnetotail lobes.

Figure1a shows the initial magnetic field in thex, z plane
and Fig.1b the color-coded magnitude of the normal mag-
netic field componentBz at the boundaryz=0 for the force-
free initial state after relaxation. The dotted line in Fig.1b
indicates the neutral lineBz=0. The dashed lines show the
boundaries of field lines that close within the box. As dis-
cussed in the following section, a converging footpoint mo-
tion is applied atz=0 in an early, quasistatic phase, to fos-
ter current density intensification and thereby the onset of
reconnection. The displaced boundary is indicated by the
solid lines. The converging motion leads to an increase in
the boundary field strengthBz of about 70%.

The field evolution is integrated using a one-fluid MHD
code (e.g.,Birn et al., 1996, 2006). A nonlinear grid is used
to increase the resolution in the regions of interest, such that
about 1/2 of the grid points lie within the current sheet. As for
the equilibrium, gravity is neglected. We further neglect ra-
diation and heat conduction, assuming an adiabatic law with
a ratio of specific heatsγ=5/3 but including Ohmic heating.
This assumption seems reasonable, as we focus on the en-
ergy release powering the impulsive phase of substorms or
flares. We note that in our one-fluid code, mass density and
pressure represent the sum of electron and ion (here simply
proton) density and pressure.

Here and in the following we use dimensionless units,
based on a characteristic magnetic field strengthBc, a scale
lengthLc, and a densitync (or equivalently a velocityvc).
For illustration and quantitative comparison with solar ob-
servations, we will use

Bc = 0.01 T = 100 G
Lc = 10 000 km
nc = 2 × 1015 m−3 (corona) (1)

These values lead to a velocity unit (Alfvén speed)
vc=5000 km/s, time unittc=Lc/vc=2 s, and energy unit
kTc=B2

c /µ0nc=4×10−14 J=250 keV.
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For magnetotail application we choose

Bc = 40 nT
Lc = 10 000 km≈ 1.5RE

vc = 1000 km/s (magnetotail) (2)

leading totc=10 s andkTc=1.6×10−13 J=10 keV. We use
(mostly) standard international (SI) units with common no-
tations withk being the Boltzman constant. Our coordinate
system is chosen such thatx is the coordinate perpendicular
to the current sheet (horizontal axis in Fig. 1a),y is in the
direction of the main current (perpendicular to the plane of
Fig. 1a), andz is the vertical direction, different from usual
magnetospheric coordinates.

The boundary conditions consist of solid, ideally conduct-
ing walls at each of the boundariesz=0, y=±ymax=±40,
andx=±xmax=±10, where all velocity components are set to
zero (except for the initial phase, discussed below). Von Neu-
mann boundary conditions (∂/∂n=0) are imposed on den-
sity, pressure, and the tangential magnetic field components,
except at the top boundaryz=60, where an open outflow con-
dition is assumed, such thatBx andBy are convected with the
plasma flow, while the normal magnetic field is held fixed.
Line symmetry conditions are imposed atx=0, y=0. For
most runs, the number of grid cells inx, y, andz, are 64, 80,
and 132, respectively, for the full box. By varying the grid
size and the resolution we confirmed that the basic results
reported here are robust.

3 Early evolution leading to initiation of reconnection

The stretched arcade configuration, illustrated in Fig.1, does
not automatically lead to the onset of reconnection. In fact,
we now know that the onset of reconnection in collisionless
plasmas requires thin current sheets with a thickness of about
one ion inertial length or less (e.g.,Drake and Shay, 2007;
Hesse, 2007) and a reduction of the normal magnetic field
component (Bx in Fig. 1a) to almost zero (e.g.,Pritchett,
2007). In contrast, the typical current sheet thickness in the
magnetotail is of the order of several tens of thousands km
and the current sheet in the stretched field below a departing
CME probably has similar thickness, far above the ion iner-
tia length. Additional thinning therefore is required before
reconnection can start at a significant rate.

One mechanism to accomplish that has been suggested
by Birn and Schindler(2002), based on analytic theory
and numerical modeling of stretched configurations as those
of Fig. 1a. They demonstrated that a relatively small but
nonuniform compression of such current sheet configuration,
satisfying ideal MHD constraints, can lead to a critical state,
where a neighboring equilibrium ceases to exist. The critical
configuration is characterized by the formation of a very thin
embedded current sheet extending into a cusp type magnetic
field structure. At the cusp the thickness of the embedded
current sheet and the magnitude of the normal magnetic field

go to zero, hence satisfying the onset conditions for fast col-
lisionless reconnection.

An important factor in this scenario is the conservation of
entropy on deformed field lines, which can be associated with
the conservation of an integral

S =

∫
p1/γ ds/B (3)

wheres denotes the arc length along a field line and the inte-
gration is from one footpoint of the field line to the other. In
two-dimensional force-free configurations, a similar conser-
vation law can be written for the displacement of footpoints
of field lines in the invariant (y) direction.

Y =

∫
Byds/B (4)

A converging motion in the transverse (x) direction does not
affect the integral (4), such that an evolution of force-free
fields under the conservation of the displacementY for each
field line should lead to a similar critical state, loss of equi-
librium, and onset of reconnection.

Our simulations therefore include a slow phase of cur-
rent intensification prior to the initiation of reconnection. In
this phase we apply a slow converging motion at the bottom
boundaryz=0 in thex direction towards the field reversal
nearx=0. This motion, with a maximum amplitude aty=0,
is gradually turned on and off, as described in detail byBirn
et al.(2009). During this phase, the resistivity is set to zero,
allowing current to build under the action of the slow driving.

Figure2 shows results of this evolution, demonstrating the
intensification of the current density for the initially force-
free case. The intensified current forms a very thin layer
embedded within a wider region of more moderate current
density. We should note that the force-free initial configura-
tion does not remain exactly force-free, as a consequence of
the motion. However, the plasmaβ remains below∼0.025.

4 Brief overview of the dynamic evolution

In this section we provide a brief overview of the dynamic
evolution. More details can be found inBirn et al. (2009).
The eruptive phase is initiated by imposing a localized finite
resistivity, centered near the peak of the current intensifica-
tion, but kept fixed in time. The maximum valueη0=0.005
of the resistivity corresponds to a Lundquist number (mag-
netic Reynolds number) of 200, based on the units of the
initial state. This resistivity, in combination with the current
intensification from the previous phase leads to the onset of
reconnection.

Snapshots of the dynamic evolution of the magnetic field
are illustrated by Fig.3, which shows perspective views of
magnetic field lines. Figure3a corresponds to a force-free
initial state, while Fig.3b represents a high-β case with a
small but finite shear field. Reconnection leads to an ejec-
tion of a part of the closed field lines in the form of a flux
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Fig. 2. (a) Current density Jy and magnetic field lines in the y, z plane and (b) current density Jy
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Fig. 3. Perspective view of magnetic field lines during plasmoid ejection, for (a) a force-free initial

state and (b) a high-β case with a very small shear field.
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Fig. 2. (a)Current densityJy and magnetic field lines in they, z plane and(b) current densityJy and magnetic field in thex, z plane for the
force-free case after completion of the footpoint motion.
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Fig. 2. (a) Current density Jy and magnetic field lines in the y, z plane and (b) current density Jy

and magnetic field in the x, z plane for the force-free case after completion of the footpoint motion.
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state and (b) a high-β case with a very small shear field.
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Fig. 3. Perspective view of magnetic field lines during plasmoid
ejection, for(a) a force-free initial state and(b) a high-β case with
a very small shear field.

rope or plasmoid, while the field below the reconnection site
collapses. The high-β case, Fig.3b, shows a tightly wound
flux rope, whereas the departing flux rope in Fig.3a is only
slightly twisted.

5 Energy conversion and transfer

In this section we investigate the properties of energy conver-
sion and transport associated with the reconnection process,
focussing particularly on the conversion to energy downflow.
In the one-fluid, MHD model there are three types of energy
flux, the Poynting vectorS, describing electromagnetic en-
ergy flux

S = E × B/µ0 (5)

the enthalpy flux, describing the convective transport of ther-
mal energy,

H = (u + p)v (6)

whereu=p/(γ−1) is the internal (thermal) energy density
and the contributionpv describes the effects of compres-
sional work, and the bulk kinetic energy flux

K =
1

2
ρv2v (7)

Figure4 illustrates the characteristic energy transfer for both
low and highβ cases at the time of fastest reconnection,
showing energy fluxes in thex, z plane: (from left to right)
the Poynting vector componentsSx andSz, the enthalpy flux
componentHz, and the kinetic energy flux componentKz,
respectively. The figure clearly shows that incoming Point-
ing flux (Sx , Fig. 4, first panels from the left) is mostly con-
verted to up and down going Poynting flux (Sz, Fig.4, second
panels) and up and down going enthalpy flux (Hz, Fig. 4,
third panels). The kinetic energy flux (Fig.4, right panels)
mostly goes into the upward direction. In the region down-
ward from the reconnection site, the Poynting flux dominates
in the low-β, initially force-free, case (Fig.4a), whereas the
enthalpy flux dominates in the high-β case (Fig.4b). The
dominance of the downgoing Poynting flux in the low-β case
results from the strong guide field, which does not participate
in reconnection and simply dominates the redirected electro-
magnetic energy flux. The strong guide field also makes the
plasma less compressible and thereby reduces the effects of
compressional heating (see Sect.7). However, this effect di-
minishes as reconnection proceeds and the strength of the
guide field in the incoming plasma decreases.

The relative proportions of outgoing Poynting flux and en-
thalpy flux depend on the plasmaβ of the initial state. This
is demonstrated by Fig.5 which shows the temporal evolu-
tion of the energy release and transfer, (a) for the force-free
initial state, and (b) for a shear-free initial state. The fluxes
are integrated over the surfaces of a box−2≤x≤2, 4≤z≤15,
|y|≤ymax surrounding the reconnection site (indicated by red
rectangles in Fig.4). They enter from the sides|x|=2, and
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Fig. 4. Energy transfer for (a) a low-β, initially force-free, case and (b) a high-β low shear case,

showing energy fluxes in the x, z plane: (from left to right) the Poynting vector components, Sx and

Sz , the enthalpy flux component Hz , and the kinetic energy flux component Kz . The red rectangles

indicate the boundaries of a box used to integrate incoming and outgoing energy fluxes, to be shown

in Figure 5.
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Fig. 4. Energy transfer for(a) a low-β, initially force-free, case and(b) a high-β low shear case, showing energy fluxes in thex, z plane:
(from left to right) the Poynting vector components,Sx andSz, the enthalpy flux componentHz, and the kinetic energy flux componentKz.
The red rectangles indicate the boundaries of a box used to integrate incoming and outgoing energy fluxes, to be shown in Fig.5.

go out through the top,z=15, and bottom,z=4. The solid
lines show the Poynting fluxSx into the reconnection site,
the blue-colored lines the Poynting fluxSz up- and down-
ward from the reconnection site, the purple-colored lines the
up- and downward enthalpy fluxesHz, and the red-colored
line the upward bulk kinetic energy flux. The incoming en-
thalpy and kinetic energy fluxes, as well as the downgoing
kinetic energy flux are very small and therefore not included.
We further note that the in and out going fluxes do not per-
fectly balance. This is primarily due to a decrease of mag-
netic energy within the box, which results from the fact that
the incoming Poynting flux carries smaller guide field, and
hence less magnetic energy than the outgoing Poynting flux.

Figure5 demonstrates that the process of energy release
and conversion to downgoing energy mainly consists of a
redirection of Poynting flux, originating from the release of

magnetic energy, and the conversion to enthalpy flux, result-
ing from compression and, to a minor extent, from Ohmic
dissipation. In the (initially) force-free case the downward
Poynting flux dominates over the enthalpy flux, whereas the
opposite is true for the shear-free case with the high-β current
sheet. Note that even though the plasmaβ in the force-free
case was initially only 0.01, a substantial enthalpy flux of
about 20% of the Poynting flux is obtained in the downward
fluxes.

The energy fluxes are highly variable in time with multiple
peaks of∼10 Alfvén times duration, corresponding to∼20 s
in our solar application and∼100 s in the magnetotail appli-
cation. This time scale is quite commensurate with that of the
impulsive phase of solar flares and with flow bursts and the
early substorm expansive phase in the magnetotail (although
observations in both cases often also show fluctuations on
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Fig. 5. Temporal evolution of energy fluxes into and out of the reconnection site, integrated over the surfaces of a box shown but the
red rectangles in Fig.4; (a) force-free initial state,(b) shear-free initial state. The solid black lines show the Poynting fluxSx into the
reconnection site, the blue-colored lines the Poynting fluxSz up- and downward from the reconnection site, the green-colored lines the up-
and downward enthalpy fluxHz, and the red-colored line the upward bulk kinetic energy flux.
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Fig. 6. Enthalpy fluxHz in thex.z plane at two successive times for
a high-β case, demonstrating the association between the enthalpy
flux transport, related to a bursty bulk flow, and the collapse of the
magnetic field.

shorter time scales not contained in the MHD model). Ap-
parently the time scale is set by the characteristic dimensions
of the configuration in the downflow region. We find that the
decrease of the magnitude of the fluxes after the first peak
coincides with an increase in reflected fluxes from the bot-
tom boundary. The time scale therefore appears to be con-
trolled by the length scale and the wave propagation speed,
say, Alfvén speed, both of which are quite similar for flare
and substorm scenarios.

Applying our chosen dimensional units (1) and (2) to
the fluxes in Fig.5, we obtain for the solar case a unit of
5×1022 W=5×1029 erg/s, leading to peak downward energy
fluxes of the order of 1024 W=1031 erg/s in bursts of∼20–
40 s duration. These numbers are also quite commensu-
rate with those for the impulsive phase of large flares. For
the magnetotail application we obtain peak energy fluxes of
∼2×1012 W in bursts of∼100 s duration, again commensu-
rate with the estimated energy release during substorm ex-
pansion (e.g.,Baker et al., 1997).

The energy flux pulses are related to velocity pulses and
the collapse of the magnetic field below the reconnection site.
This is clearly demonstrated by Fig.6 which shows the en-
thalpy fluxHz in thex.z plane for a high-β case at two suc-
cessive times. We do not show the corresponding pictures for
the low-β case with a strong guide field, because the veloc-
ity pulse is more Alfv́enic, traveling more closely along the
magnetic field and thus out of a planey=const.

6 Energy conversion in a PIC simulation

As stated earlier, reconnection in both the magnetotail and
the solar corona presumably involves kinetic processes and
dissipation mechanisms that differ considerably from those
in resistive MHD (e.g.,Hesse, 2007). This might also
have considerable effects on the energy partitioning. We
have therefore investigated the energy transfer also in par-
ticle simulations, albeit in a more localized 2.5-dimensional
simulation. The simulations used a mass ratiomi/me=25
and a temperature ratioTi/Te=5 with a background pres-
sure of 20% of the total magnetic pressure (β=0.2). As in
the so-called Newton challenge problem (Birn et al., 2005),
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reconnection was initiated by localized compression, maxi-
mum atz=0, applied over a finite time. In contrast to the
Newton challenge, a finite guide field was included here, us-
ing a force-free initial state. In this case the magnitude of the
guide field is equal to the reconnecting field in the center of
the current sheet but decreases to zero on the outside.

Figure7 shows the results from a simulation that started
from a one-dimensional current sheet with an initial half-
thickness of 2λi , whereλi=c/ωpi is the ion inertial length.
Details of these simulations will be presented elsewhere.
Here we note that the pressure in the PIC simulation does
not necessarily remain isotropic and includes both ion and
electron contributions. To enable a comparison with the one-
fluid MHD results, we used definitions ofu andp as 1/2 and
1/3 of the trace of the pressure tensor, respectively, i.e.

u =
1

2

3∑
j=1

Pjj p =
1

3

3∑
j=1

Pjj (8)

wherePjk represents the sum of proton and electron pressure
tensors in the center of mass frame.

Similar to our MHD simulation analysis we have inte-
grated in and outgoing energy fluxes in the PIC simulation
at the time of fastest reconnection, using a box around the re-
connection site indicated by the red rectangles in Fig.7. This
led to the following net results

Sin = 4.38 Sout = 3.87
Hi in = 1.15 Hi out = 2.46
He in = 0.28 He out = 2.00
Kin = 0.37 Kout = 0.51 (9)

For comparison we have also treated the localized Newton
challenge problem for the force-free case using a MHD sim-
ulation with the same parameters. The net results of energy
transfer at the time of fastest reconnection are listed below

Sin = 0.92 Sout = 0.36
Hin = 0.40 Hout = 0.72
Kin = 0.01 Kout = 0.24 (10)

The MHD numbers are typically smaller than those for the
PIC simulation. This is largely due to the fact that the recon-
nection rate was smaller, due to a modest resistivity with a
maximum valueηmax=0.005. Qualitatively, however, MHD
and PIC simulation results are similar, showing a dominant
role of conversion to enthalpy flux, rather than bulk kinetic
energy flux. There is a reduction in Poynting flux but also a
significant component that just becomes redirected. This is
even more pronounced in the PIC simulation.

Significant differences are demonstrated by Fig.7: The
outflow in the PIC simulation is typically one-sided; the elec-
trons gain a substantial increase of enthalpy flux (this cannot
be addressed with MHD); and the outgoing ion and electron
flows exit to different sides along the magnetic field. The
outgoing electron flow may be considered as a field-aligned
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Fig. 7. Energy outflow in a particle-in-cell simulations of magnetic
reconnection, showing(a) Poynting fluxSz, (b) ion enthalpy flux
Hiz, and(c) electron enthalpy fluxHez, and(d) bulk kinetic energy
flux Kz. The red rectangles indicate the boundaries of a box used to
integrate incoming and outgoing energy fluxes discussed in the text.

beam. However, in contrast to the standard flare acceleration
beam model, this beam has high temperature (or energy den-
sity) but only modest bulk speed, so that the energy is con-
tained in the enthalpy flux, rather than the bulk kinetic energy
flux. Here we should also note that the division of energies
between ions and electrons can be expected to be affected by
the (artificially high) mass ratiome/mi in the PIC simula-
tions and by the initial temperature ratio, which is not well
known in the solar case.
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7 Dissipation and heating

In the previous sections we have presented results on the en-
ergy transfer without discussing the mechanisms that govern
the transfer and the dissipation. To do this it is useful to
discuss energy equations for the individual parts in a form
that is applicable to both MHD and particle simulations, as
given, for instance, byBirn and Hesse(2005). These equa-
tions are generalized here to include heat flux and anisotropic
pressure. Electromagnetic energy release and transport is
governed by Poynting’s theorem (neglecting electric field en-
ergy)

∂

∂t

B2

2µ0
= −∇ ·

(
E × B

µ0

)
− j · E

= −∇ ·

(
E × B

µ0

)
− j · E′

− v · (j × B) (11)

whereE′ is the electric field in the plasma rest frame defined
by

E′
= E + v × B (12)

In addition there is internal (thermal) energy transport, gov-
erned by

∂u

∂t
= −∇ · [uv + P · v + Q] + v · (∇ · P) + j · E′ (13)

whereu is defined by Eq. (8), Q represents heat flux and
P is the (full) pressure tensor. The first two terms in the
square bracket represent the generalized form of enthalpy
flux (Eq.6). The third form of energy is bulk kinetic energy,
governed by

∂

∂t

ρ

2
v2

= −∇ ·

(ρ

2
v2v

)
+ v · (j × B − ∇ · P) (14)

In these equations we have summed electron and ion contri-
butions, neglecting terms of orderme/mi , to ease the com-
parison between PIC and MHD simulations.

The (resistive) MHD approximations consist of assuming
isotropic pressure, neglecting heat fluxQ, and using Ohm’s
law, E′

=ηj . In contrast, in the collisionless model that
underlies PIC simulationsE′ is given by (e.g.,Vasyliūnas,
1975)

E′
=

1

ne
j×B−

1

ne
∇·Pe+

me

ne2

[
∂j

∂t
+ ∇ · (jv + vj)

]
(15)

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (15), the Hall
term, does not contribute to dissipation,j ·E′. Therefore the
remaining two terms, both of which result from electron iner-
tia, are responsible for collisionless dissipation (e.g.,Hesse,
2007).

There are three different terms that govern the transfer of
energy from one form to another. The first one is Joule dis-
sipation,j ·E′, equivalent to Ohmic heatingηj2 in the re-
sistive MHD model which is by definition positive. In a

collisionless model, however, this term need not be posi-
tive everywhere. Joule dissipation (if positive) leads to a
direct transfer from magnetic to thermal energy. The sec-
ond term,v·(j×B), represents acceleration (or deceleration)
by Lorentz forces as a mechanism of transfer between mag-
netic and bulk kinetic energy, while the third term,v·(∇·P)

provides the transfer between bulk kinetic energy and ther-
mal energy, representing work done by pressure forces. For
isotropic pressurep this term becomes reduced tov·∇p. We
note that in approximate force balance,j×B≈∇·P, the com-
bination of these two terms also provide a mechanism of
transfer between magnetic and thermal energy. This is in fact
how compressional heating may transfer magnetic to thermal
energy also in collisionless plasmas. While this is in princi-
ple a reversible process it may contribute to irreversible heat-
ing when combined with the unidirectional transport from
inflow to outflow in reconnection. We note that the heat flux
Q does not contribute to energy transfer. It acts as a means
to redistribute thermal energy, particularly along field lines,
where heat conductivity is much larger than across the field.

To identify the relative importance of the transfer terms we
have integrated these terms over the box indicated by the red
rectangle in Fig.7, obtaining

DJ =

∫
j · E′dF = 1.16 (16)

DL =

∫
v · (j × B)dF = 2.09 (17)

DP =

∫
v · (∇ · P)dF = 1.87 (18)

where dF=dxdz, and we have used Eq. (12) for E′,
j=ne(vi−ve)=∇×B/µ0, and the full pressure tensorP.
This demonstrates that there is an approximate balance be-
tween the effects of the Lorentz forces (Eq.17) and pres-
sure gradient forces (Eq.18), such that compressional heat-
ing dominates over direct Joule heating (Eq.16) and thus is
primarily responsible for the increase in enthalpy flux.

The units for the integrated transfer terms are the same as
those for the fluxes integrated over the boundaries of or ref-
erence box, enabling a direct comparison. In an approximate
steady state one would expect

1S = Sout − Sin = −0.51 ≈ −DJ − DL = −3.25 (19)

1H = Hout − Hin = 3.02 ≈ DJ + DP = 3.03 (20)

1K = Kout − Kin = 0.14 ≈ DL − DP = 0.22 (21)

when the divergence of heat flux is neglected in Eq. (20). To
check the effects of heat flux we have calculated the third
order moments of the ion and electron distribution functions
and integrated the combined heat flux in the same fashion
as the other energy fluxes to obtain1Q=0.44 as a net out-
flow of heat flux. This value reduces the (incidental) almost
exact agreement between the two estimates of the thermal
fluxes in Eq. (20). The major discrepancy, however, shown
in Eq. (19), is the fact that the reduction in Poynting flux is
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much smaller than expected from the transfer terms. This, as
well as the other differences, is due to the fact that the sys-
tem is not in a steady state. Particularly the magnetic energy
within the reference box decreases in time, primarily from a
decrease in the strength of the guide field, due to the fact that
the strength of the guide field in the outflow region is larger
than the strength of the guide field in the inflow region, which
continuously decreases in time. Overall, however, the trans-
fer terms confirm the results obtained from the energy fluxes:
the negligible role of conversion to bulk kinetic energy and
the dominance of conversion to enthalpy flux, primarily from
compression, and the redirection of Poynting flux.

8 Summary and conclusions

Using ideal and resistive MHD simulations, we have investi-
gated similarities and differences between magnetic recon-
nection scenarios in the magnetotail and the solar corona,
related to magnetospheric substorms and solar flares. The
initial configurations consisted of stretched closed field line
models typical for the magnetotail and, in the solar case,
representing the expected structure below a departing CME
(e.g.,Forbes, 1996). Since it is not clear whether the cur-
rent sheet in the stretched field configuration below the CME
is force-free, and for comparison with the magnetotail, we
have investigated both force-free and non-force-free config-
urations. The latter require a finite plasma pressure within
the current sheet, whereas the force-free case is character-
ized by a strong shear field (guide field) in the direction of the
peak current. In both cases we have assumed a low plasma
β=0.01 in the outside region, typical for both the corona and
the magnetotail lobes.

The highly stretched fields of our initial states enclose
elongated current sheets of finite thickness. In the magne-
totail the typical thickness of the plasma/current sheet is of
the order of 10 000 km and the length several tens or even
hundreds of thousands of km. Similar dimensions can be ex-
pected in the stretched field below the departing CME. From
particle simulations of collisionless reconnection (e.g.,Drake
and Shay, 2007; Hesse, 2007; Pritchett, 2007) and direct ob-
servations in the magnetotail (e.g.,Baumjohann and Naka-
mura, 2007), however, we know that much more severe cur-
rent sheet thinning to about one ion inertia length is required
for the onset of fast collisionless reconnection. This dimen-
sion is a few hundreds of km in the tail and even much less
in the solar corona. We have therefore argued that additional
drastic thinning is required to enable the onset of fast recon-
nection.

A possible mechanism exists in the deformation of the
field configuration from relatively modest changes in bound-
ary conditions under ideal MHD constraints (Birn and
Schindler, 2002). Such changes might lead to a situation
where neighboring equilibria satisfying the constraints cease
to exist (loss of equilibrium). This concept has been invoked

as a possible mechanism for CMEs for quite a while (e.g.,
Birn et al., 1978; Forbes, 1990; Low, 1996). For the magne-
totail, it has been demonstrated that changes resulting from
the addition of magnetic flux to the tail might lead to such a
loss of equilibrium and that the critical state is characterized
by the formation of a very thin current sheet (infinitely thin in
the ideal MHD limit), embedded in the wider plasma/current
sheet (Birn and Schindler, 2002). This thin current sheet ob-
viously can also enable the onset of fast reconnection.

In the solar case, a similar thin current sheet formation
can result from a converging footpoint motion in the already
stretched field. Similar effects might also be expected to re-
sult from vortical flows in the wake of a departing CME. We
have therefore included in our simulations an initial phase
during which such localized footpoint motion was imposed,
equivalent to the compression of the magnetotail field from
flux addition to the near-Earth tail lobes. This indeed caused
the formation of thin embedded current sheets with signifi-
cantly enhanced current density and reduced thickness.

Reconnection was then initiated by imposing finite resis-
tivity, using an ad hoc model to break the frozen-in condition
and enable dissipation and reconnection. In more realistic,
collisionless, models of reconnection, the dissipation results
primarily from electron inertia which causes nongyrotropy
of the electron pressure tensor (e.g.,Vasyliūnas, 1975; Hesse
et al., 1999, 2001). However, the fact that the dissipation
is highly localized in our simulations and contributes only
negligibly to the overall energy conversion suggests that the
MHD results may be relevant more generally even if the ac-
tual dissipation is not resistive. A comparison of the MHD
results with the dissipation in a (more localized) particle sim-
ulation of reconnection supports this view.

The onset of reconnection from the finite resistivity leads
to the ejection of a part of the closed field lines in the form
of more or less tightly wound flux ropes and a collapse of
the field below the reconnection site. This scenario repre-
sents substorm features as well as a three-dimensional ex-
tension of the standard CSHKP model of two-ribbon flares
(Carmichael, 1964; Sturrock, 1966; Hirayama, 1974; Kopp
and Pneuman, 1976).

Using these simulations we have then investigated the en-
ergy release and conversion, contrasting low and high-β cur-
rent sheets, or equivalently, force-free and shear-free initial
configurations. For both, low and high-β, current sheets we
found that the dominant energy transfer downward consists
of a redirection of Poynting flux (originating from the re-
lease of magnetic energy in the corona or the magnetotail
lobes) and a conversion to enthalpy flux, that is, convected
quasi-thermal energy, whereas bulk kinetic energy flux is
significant only in the outward direction. The increase in
enthalpy flux results primarily from compressional heating,
rather than Joule dissipation.

In the low-β case, the downgoing Poynting flux is the
dominant contribution, whereas the enthalpy flux dominates
in the high-β case. The dominance of the downgoing
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Fig. 8. Sketch of the effect of velocity pulses for(a) large guide
field and(b) small or zero guide field. Blue lines are magnetic field
lines and red arrows indicate a velocity pulse In case (a) the pulse
is primarily Alfvénic, perpendicular to the magnetic field, while in
case (b) the pulse, away from the apex of a loop, is more strongly
field-aligned, associated with a compressional wave.

Poynting flux in the low-beta case is consistent with an alter-
native to the thick target electron beam model for solar flare
energy transport, suggested recently byFletcher and Hud-
son(2008). The dominance of Poynting and enthalpy fluxes
over the bulk kinetic energy flux, and the dominant role of
compression, rather than Joule dissipation in the increase in
enthalpy flux, was also confirmed in a, more localized, PIC
simulation, using a mass ratiomi/me=25. However, the PIC
simulations also indicated asymmetries in the outflow and
differences between electron and ion outflow not included in
the MHD simulations.

Even in low-β cases we found that compressibility and re-
lated heating play an important role. This can be understood
from the fact that, in a force-free current sheet, the guide
field maximizes in the center of the current sheet and de-
creases outward. Consequently, as reconnection proceeds,
the guide field that is transported toward the reconnection
site decreases in time and the plasma pressure at the recon-
nection site must increase to maintain approximate pressure
balance with the exterior magnetic pressure. Further pressure
increase results from the compression of downward collaps-
ing reconnected flux tubes.

The energy transport down from the reconnection site oc-
curs in a bursty fashion, associated with spatially and tem-
porally localized plasma flows. The flows arise from an im-
pulsive increase of the rate of reconnection on a time scale
of just a few seconds in the solar case (tens of seconds in
the magnetotail) and may consist of several bursts, associ-
ated with pulsating reconnection and multiple reconnection
sites. As illustrated by Fig.8, it is easy to understand that a
downward velocity pulse away from the apex of a closed field
line causes primarily a compressional pulse in the low guide
field, low shear, high-β, case, whereas for strong guide field
this pulse is more Alfv́enic, associated with a Poynting flux.
If we adopt the transport model suggested byFletcher and
Hudson(2008) we find another interesting analogy between

this transport and so-called bursty bulk flows (BBFs) in the
magnetotail (Baumjohann et al., 1990; Angelopoulos et al.,
1992), which have been shown to provide the major transport
of magnetic flux and energy in the magnetotail (Angelopou-
los et al., 1994), caused by magnetic reconnection.

An important part of the energy release and conversion
process is the division of the released energy into thermal
and nonthermal particle energy. In the solar flare scenario
this division is usually made on the basis of inferred electron
distribution functions, which can be fitted by a (“thermal”)
Maxwellian and a (“nonthermal”) power law tail. Based on
hard X-ray (HXR) andγ -ray luminosities, the total energy
of the accelerated (nonthermal) electron and ion populations
with energies above∼25 keV is estimated to be as high as
50% of the total energy released (Miller et al., 1997; Em-
slie et al., 2005). In the magnetotail substorm scenario such
a clear distinction between thermal and nonthermal popu-
lations is usually not possible. However, it has also been
demonstrated that the increase of energetic particle fluxes
above, say, 10–40 keV, observed in the inner tail, can con-
tribute significantly to the total pressure increase (Birn et al.,
1997a).

Whether or not such energization can be understood, at
least in principle, on the basis of MHD simulations depends
critically on the underlying acceleration process. In the
magnetotail substorm scenario this process has been demon-
strated to be associated with betatron (Birn et al., 1997b,
1998; Li et al., 1998; Zaharia et al., 2000) and Fermi accel-
eration (Birn et al., 2004) from the collapse of the closed
magnetic field lines as a consequence of reconnection, rather
than with acceleration at the reconnection site itself. In the
solar flare context the acceleration mechanism is not yet un-
derstood. In a common picture, the energization takes place
in the corona, by a yet unidentified process, whereupon an
electron beam is formed that hits the chromosphere and gen-
erates hard X-rays by bremsstrahlung. However it is not clear
how the large number of accelerated particles inferred from
this model can be produced over very short time scales and
from a relatively modest reservoir of coronal particles.

If the energization results from direct acceleration by par-
allel electric fields along an x-line or separator, this process,
which can be understood as Joule dissipation, is not ade-
quately described by the resistive MHD model. However,
our PIC simulations showed that this energization is only a
minor part of the conversion process, even in the extremely
localized region covered by the particle simulation. While
this finding was made for a mass ratiomi/me=25, we ex-
pect that the role of dissipation becomes even further reduced
when the electron mass is lowered and the size of the dissi-
pation region decreases. (An investigation of this effect is
underway.) We therefore conclude that direct acceleration
contributes only insignificantly to the overall energization.
A similar conclusion can be made for the conversion of mag-
netic to bulk kinetic energy, which was found insignificant in
both MHD and PIC simulations. The dominant energy output
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from reconnection therefore is expected to be in the form of
either Poynting flux, which requires a subsequent conversion
to particle energy, as in the model ofFletcher and Hudson
(2008), or in the form of the enthalpy flux. Both of these out-
put fluxes are contained in the MHD model although the ef-
fects on the particle distribution functions cannot be inferred
from this model.

The conversion of the energy fluxes to particle energy may
involve further compression, for instance, within collapsing
magnetic loops (Somov and Kosugi, 1997; Karlicky and Ko-
sugi, 2004; Giuliani et al., 2005), similar to the mechanism
in the magnetotail. Alternatively, dissipation of electromag-
netic energy flux might involve nonadiabatic processes in the
chromosphere at the bottom of flare loops (Fletcher and Hud-
son, 2008). The acceleration within collapsing magnetic flux
tubes, which undoubtedly takes place, provides another anal-
ogy between substorms and flares.
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